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PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question canies 2 marks.

I . Defire enumerated datat),pe in C+

2. Define default aryurnent.

3. What is the use of constructors in C+l classes ?

4. Discuss composition in C+

5. Define multiple inheritance in C# (5x2 = 10)

(5x6 = 30)

Ir.r.o.[s l]

PART - B

(Maxrnum marks : 30)

Arswer any fve of the following questiors. Each question carries 6 mar{<s.

1 . Write a short note on the basic stnrcture of a C+ progmm.

2. Discuss strucflre as heterogeneous aggregate.

3. Explain different parameter passing methods in C#

4. What are the limitations of opetator overloading ?

5. Explain multilevel inheritance with example

6. Write a note on class templates in C++

7. Discuss pure virtual fi-rnctions in C++
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Marks
PART - C

(Madmum marks: 60)

(Answer one fi:J.l question from each urit. Each firll question carries

. UNlr-I
(a) Define functions.'What are the different types of fiurctions in C+r

(b) Describe the concept of memory management in Cr+

.On
(a) Discuss with an example about rectusion in C++

(b) Write a program in Cr+ to find the sum of even numbers up to 'n'.

UNrr - II

Explain the basic concepts of Object Oriented Programming.

On

(a) Dscuss inline firnctions with suitable example.

O) Write a note on constructors in C-+-+

15 marks.i

9

6

UNrr - III

Write a progam in Ci+ to overload relational opefator i: =) to compare
two strings.

With the help of a sample prograln, explain hierarchical irrhentance.

Ox

\4II (a) With the help of an example, explain how to overload unary operator'.

O) Explain virhral base class.

UNn - IV

Explain how the constructor of the base class can be invoked when the object

of the derived class is created.

What are the mles for using virhral functions ?

On

(a) Explain multiple inheritance in Cr+ with an example progftIm. 9

O) Disctss how to use multiple catch statement for handling exception in C+r 6
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